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Literacy 

Everyday Edit – Can you find all 10 

spelling/punctuation/grammar 

errors in the paragraph below? 

             Mother’s Day Flowers 

Along with Valentine’s day, Christmas, 

and Hanukkah, Mother’s Day is a 

popular holiday for giveing flowers as 

gifts. Bouquets of beautiful fresh 

flowers often include varieties such as 

lilys, roses irises, and orchids. Peple 

might choose flowers that are all the 

same color, or ones of different color’s 

that look nice together. Floral 

arrangements can be deliver if the gift-

giver wont be their in person. Have 

you ever given flowers to your mom 

or a special relative. 

 Grab your 

novel and 

complete 
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                   Test your number sense with these          

  puzzles and brain teasers! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

Remember: 

          You can all 

                                                 log in and 

                                                 use IXL -  

                                                 for Literacy 

                                                 and Math! 

  Keep your skills sharp with these  

 papers from UNB Math competitions!   

  

 

 Use your critical thinking  

    skills to solve this ice cream riddle… 

 Elmer, Frank, Michelle, Nerissa, and    

Zora, whose last names are Anderson, 
Dowden, Garvey, Hinton, and Jones, 

have favorite ice cream flavors, one to 

each person.  

The flavors are butter pecan, 

chocolate, lemon, strawberry, and 

vanilla.  
Can you match everything up from  

the six clues below?  

1 Jones and the person whose 

favorite is butter pecan bought 

Hinton his favorite ice cream. 

2. Anderson and his sister both 

have the same favorite, which isn’t 

chocolate.  

3. Michelle, Garvey, and the girl 

whose favorite is butter pecan 

went to the ice cream store with 

Elmer and Anderson. 

 4. The girl whose favorite is lemon 

teased Michelle about having ice 

cream on her nose.  

5. Anderson and the person whose 

favorite is strawberry walked to the 

store with Michelle. 

 6. Zora’s favorite is not butter 

pecan, but she likes it a lot 

anyway. 

 REMINDER! 
Don’t forget to enter for your chance to win a 

new bike!  Information can be found on the 

school website!  

 

http://www.math.unb.ca/mathcomp/test-papers.html
http://www.free-for-kids.com/Brain Teasers/Ditloid Puzzle Sheet.pdf
https://www.brainzilla.com/media/logicgrid/pdfs/youtubers.pdf
https://brightside.me/wonder-quizzes/17-challenging-brainteasers-for-kids-that-will-stretch-your-brain-193205/
https://ca.ixl.com/
https://secure1.nbed.nb.ca/sites/ASD-W/bms/clubs/WeeklyLearningPlans/LITFLIX%206-8.pdf
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 Two young Fredericton students invented 

two separate items to help astronauts in 

space.  Watch the clip and read the article 

to answer the following questions:  
 

1. Why did Connor Brown design the 

boots the way he did? 

2. What is the point of the Canada mini 

arm?  Why is it needed in the first 

place? 

3. Why is it important for Canada to 

still be in the “space race” along with 

other countries? 

Challenge: now that you know a little bit 

about taste, sight, touch, smell, and 

sound in space, create your own 

invention that will make life easier for 

astronauts! 
 

Social Studies 

The five senses are greatly altered in space.  

Watch this video clip created by the Canadian 

Space Agency and narrated by Canadian 

astronaut Chris Hadfield.  Each subsequent 

sense can be clicked on the Up Next column.  

As you watch, listen for the answers to the 

following questions:   

1.  Do astronauts prefer spicy or salty food, 

why or why not? 

2.  What happens to some astronaut’s eyeballs 

in space resulting in blurred vision? 

3.  True or False: you can’t hear a scream in 

space?   

Have you ever wondered about what it would 

feel like to walk on the moon, or how cold your 

feet might get swimming around in space?  

The footprints left behind by American 
astronaut Neil Armstrong in 1969 are still 

visible today on the moon today!   

Why do you think that is? 

 

Did You Know? 

1.  Your eyes will process 24 million images in 

your lifetime: Overall, they contribute toward 

85 percent of your knowledge. Simply put, 

they're responsible for setting up how we 

react to the environments in which we live. 

2.  You can smell about 10,000 odors: 

Although our sense of smell is inferior to the 

sense of smell possessed by animals, many of 

which have inferior eyesight anyway, we're 

still capable of detecting a multitude of odors 

using the nose's olfactory receptor neurons. 

Those receptors are each encoded with a 

unique gene; if you lack a gene, then you lack 

the ability to detect that smell. 

3.  Eighty percent of what we experience as 

taste is actually smell: It's common knowledge 

that smell affects taste. Every child has held 

their nose to avoid tasting nasty food they 

were forced to eat by their parents. Such a 

behavior hinders odor molecules from 

reaching the smell cells in your nose, enabling 

you to skip the displeasure that comes with 

eating what you don't like. 

Source: https://www.nursingschools.net/blog/2011/06/15-

fascinating-facts-about-your-five-senses/ 

ART  
The phenomenal artist, Melissa McCracken, associates colors with 

music. The Kansas City-based artist is a synesthete, and she is able 

to translate sound into vivid paintings. Check out some of her 

story in this video. 

 

Now, put on some music and see what you 

can create!  Try a song you wouldn’t 

normally choose – maybe classical or jazz. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dyt8WFdzhMU
https://www.cbc.ca/kidsnews/post/watch-check-out-the-best-new-inventions-for-space-by-kids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsTRu67wJe0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbh7tAnwLCY

